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INTRODUCTION

Wearables are on body products such as clothing, footwear, accessories and jewellery designed to 
create a communication/interaction enabled by digital technologies to amplify and extend natural 
ability and performance of the human body or add new functions to the user connecting them with 
their body, with other persons or objects and with the environment. One-off wearables have been 
created since the 1960s for use in technology showcases, performance and catwalk contexts, but 
were largely the domain of technologists and the maker movement. Only recently (from 2006) have 
wearables been mass produced in commercial products such as fitness trackers such as Nike+ and 
Fitbit, smart watches for example the Apple Watch, or jewellery such as the Motiv and ORII smart 
rings. Finally, smart garments emerged from the lab within the last five years, with companies such 
as Google collaborating with Levis on the Trucker Jacket which acts as an interface to a smartphone 
and Wearble X’s Nadi X posture sensing Yoga garments. These still generally rely on some solid 
electronic components, but many commentators believe that textile based and soft electronics 
represent the future of wearable digital products.

Historically the Arduino platform has been the de-facto development platform for experimental 
and one-off wearables projects, with innovations such as the LilyPad Arduino geared specifically 
towards sewn electronics projects. Similar, less commonly used platforms such as the Raspberry PI 
and BBC micro:bit can also be used to develop wearables depending on preference.

UNIT OUTLINE

This fashion-tech workshop introduces soft electronics and touch sensors, as well as basic Arduino 
coding. It can be run over the course of a minimum of 5 days, or up to 10 days, ideally, these will be 
consecutive, but could be spaced over a longer period, if the delivery of a high-fidelity prototype 
is a priority. Students will work in small groups of 3-5 to develop collaborative design skills, 
physically making a basic fabric touch sensor (following a tutorial from Kobakant.at). The students 
will then critically and systematically apply the knowledge they have gained of soft sensors to the 
development of a design and early stage prototype for a fashion-tech product. During this process 
they will transfer knowledge from disciplinary fields to new sectors and applications, favouring the 
creative solution of problems. 

These products will be inspired by design challenges set by real world fashion-tech businesses and 
of relevance to their interests, helping students to understand topics applicable to the fashion-tech 
industry. Through addressing challenges set by fashion-tech businesses, students will able to learn 
about the questions and concerns of real world they face today. 
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INDICATIVE CONTENT AND TEACHING AND LEARNING METHODS

• Textile touch sensor building 
• Beginners programming for Arduino
• Connecting a textile touch sensor to pre-written code for visualising touch data
• Design ideation
• Bonded and Laminated textiles and the potential to create touch sensors using these processes 

(see video resource as an example)
• Physical Computing Systems (Neue [video resource])
• Pitching a fashion-tech idea to funders and supporters  

(See: STARTS resource: https://www.starts.eu)
• Intellectual Property for fashion-tech  

(See: https://www.gov.uk/intellectual-property-an-overview)
• Industry projects

Suggested learning and teaching methods include: inductions (if required) to the use of industrial 
sewing machines, overlockers, heat press, irons etc. for prototyping; workshops and lectures as 
detailed above; learning through making, e.g. soft sensors and interactive prototypes; group working, 
self-directed learning to identify shared group interests, choose two industry challenges to respond 
to and conduct preliminary research; and industry partner briefings, Q&A and feedback.

To generate the industry challenges for the workshop, you will need to survey a selection of SME 
fashion-tech businesses (ranging from smart garment design e.g. Pauline Van Dongen (http://www.
paulinevandongen.nl) to smart textile development e.g. Kiren Passi (https://www.kirenpassi.com), 3D 
print to interaction design for physical computing) to discover questions pertinent to their business. 
The broader the range of business types and questions, the richer the outcomes, but ensure that 
the industry challenges are broad enough that they can be compatible with one another. If they are 
too specific students will have restricted opportunity to exercise their creativity. Ask students to 
choose two of the challenges to combine and explore through their designs and prototyping, applying 
research and innovation with particular reference to materials, meanings and processes.

On the basis of these challenges students will formulate their own design problems and work 
through iterative design development tasks to help them consider user needs and user experience. 
Delivering innovative and disruptive, yet practical interactive technologies. Creatively and critically 
envisioning future possibilities of emerging technologies, to propose new and well explored concepts 
in relation to socio-cultural and economic contexts will be crucial. As part of the workshop students 
will be asked to consider the unique selling points (USP) and Intellectual Property (IP) relating to 
their fashion-tech designs, helping them to gain entrepreneurial and communication skills. 
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LEARNING OUTCOMES

Upon successful completion of the unit the students will be able to:

1. Demonstrate a basic, applied understanding of coding for the Arduino physical computing sys-
tem in the context of wearable items;

2. Present informed design proposals for the effective application of textile-based touch sensors 
in fashion-tech products (see available video material);

3. Critically evaluate the contributions of interaction and user-centred design ideation methods to 
the development of fashion-tech products and scenarios through role playing;

4. Prototype the basic funtionality of a wearable technology product, creating a working interac-
tive sample;

5. Identify, evaluate and reflect upon the unique selling points and intellectual property of a fash-
ion-tech design, successfully arguing and presenting these to peers.

ASSESSMENT METHODS

Formalised assessment is optional, particularly if the Unit is delivered as part as a larger, ongoing 
project but recommended methods include:
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This workshop will need to be supported by the appropriate resources (see resource list [below]) 
subject knowledge and technical expertise in physical computing, design and the fashion-tech 
industry. This includes a sound knowledge of coding for Arduino and may require an additional 
expert to support the Unit. If students are at a more advanced level with their coding skills, they 
can undertake the ‘Coding for Fashion-tech’ unit together with this unit in order to produce more 
sophisticated outcomes.

See: Teacher’s Toolkit, Tools 1, 2 and 3 > ‘Lectures’, ‘Workshops’ and ‘Interdisciplinary Group Work’, 
Tool 5 > ‘Problem-based Learning and Tool 9 ¬> ‘Self-directed learning’ (available at http://www.e4ft.
eu) together with the ‘Reading and Resource List’ (below) for further support. 

See also: the units Identifying Fashion-tech Opportunities and Entrepreneurship and Small Business 
Start-up: An Introduction for tools to explore IP and product USP, or future trends. Students could 
undertake the Qualitative Research: Ethnographic Filmmaking and/or Identifying fashion-tech 
Opportunities prior to or in conjunction with this unit.

Additional complementary Units include: 3D Software and Prototyping; Internet of Things (IoT); Smart 
Textile Materials; Textile Electronics: Fundamentals of Electricity and Electronics Applied to Textiles.
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READING AND RESOURCE LIST

Resources

• Arduino Uno Prototyping Boards
• Breadboards
• Jumper Wires
• Conductive Fabrics (stretch and non-stretch)
• Conductive Fabric Tapes
• Double sided fusible sheet for joining fabric layers (e.g. Viseline Bondaweb)
• Neoprene
• Velostat pressure sensitive material (a similar product is available from Eeontex)
• Other general prototyping fabrics
• Conductive Thread
• Hand Sewing Needles
• Scissors
• Pattern Paper
• Sewing Machines
• Overlockers
• Heat Press or Iron

Essential Reading and Resources

How to Get What You Want: diy wearable technology documentation https://www.kobakant.at/DIY/ 

Further Reading and Resources

Google Jacquard with Levis and Saint Laurent – use your sleeve or backpack like a touchscreen 
https://atap.google.com/jacquard/ 

Extant Theatre – Flatland – use a handheld device and your sense of touch to navigate an immersive 
theatre experience in complete darkness  http://flatland.org.uk/about/ 
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• Project Pitching to Industry Mentors and peers with design sketches, prototypes and supporting 
research materials 

• Peer feedback and a 250-word student response
• Industry mentor feedback and a 250-word student response
• A 1000-word reflective statement on design outcomes and iterations based on feedback 
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Cute Circuit – Soundshirt – allowing deaf people to feel music on their skin
 http://cutecircuit.com/soundshirt/ 

Pauline Van Dongen, Issho Jacket – send a stroking sensation for a feeling of connection and presence 
in the moment http://www.paulinevandongen.nl/project/issho/ 

Kissenger – Pair your smartphone with a device to send your loved one(s) a kiss 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5sfMBc7vVV0 

Hey Bracelet and Hey Touch – send a squeeze or a special vibration pattern to a loved one 
https://heybracelet.com 

Huggy Pajamas – send a hug to your child at a distance  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hQ6usrx-GPM 

An NFC handbag to unlock location based brand content for Rebecca Minkoff 
https://vimeo.com/216164396

Smardrobe – a smart wardrobe, for more sustainable laundry practices 
 https://vimeo.com/143612264

Mammut Connect – a social media, lifestyle and brand experience for outdoor clothing 
https://connect.mammut.com

Shoppable catwalk using NFC rings – Henry Holland 2016
https://www.forbes.com/sites/rachelarthur/2015/09/20/it-might-seem-like-a-gimmick-but-
heres-why-henry-hollands-nfc-payment-ring-matters/#76fc1dab7c42 

Kiren Passi – Bonded and layered textile processes https://www.kirenpassi.com

Wearable X – Nadi X – Posture sensing Yoga wear https://www.wearablex.com

STARTS resource: https://www.starts.eu
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